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FOREWORD 
LEE BENZAQUIN 
Every time we release an issue, we end up accidentally finding 
complementary themes that run through each essay. And if the 
Hambook were a more corny publication, I might call this the 
“Let’s Get Personal” issue. 

But it’s not fucking corny, okay? So I’m not calling it that. 

Most of these essays revolve around personal accomplishments, 
discoveries, admissions, and realizations that shine a light on the 
parts of this artform that we don’t always talk about. And a lot of 
these essays had to go through many revisions before the authors 
were comfortable publishing them. The result is an issue pub-
lished a bit later than scheduled, but an issue we’re incredibly 
proud of—an issue full of the kind of insight you can only get 
when someone opens up and shares a secret with you. 

Caleb George starts us off with an essay I’ve wanted since be-
fore the Hambook existed; an enthusiastic defense of the art of 
short form. Alison Byrnes delves deep into her conflicting feel-
ings about attention and makes some powerful admissions and 
realizations. Ethan Goldman walks us through his tips for 
starting, and maintaining, an independent improvisation team (I 
urge those who think they’re experienced enough to skip this one 
to read it—Ethan has some insights you certainly won’t expect, 
including how to get your team its own bank account). Then Jeff 
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Quintana brilliantly follows up by teaching you how to balance 
the business and pleasure ends of improv, and admits some 
lessons he had to learn the hard way. Finally, David Warner 
reaches out from China to tell us about his experiences teaching 
improv to a very different culture. 

⚇ 

Before we get to the essays, I am delighted to announce that the 
next issue of the Hambook (dropping some time in November) 
will feature our first guest editor, the brilliant Sarah Ashley. 
Sarah performs in just about every great improv team in the city 
of Chicago, and has directed some of the most thoughtful and en-
tertaining plays and solo shows I’ve seen. She teaches scenework 
at the Annoyance Theater, is a contributing writer to Reductress, 
and has earned a Certificate in Creative Nonfiction Writing from 
the University of Chicago. I’m very excited to see what she does. 

⚇ 

You may have noticed that you can now order your own hard 
copies. To be clear, it’s not the best way to support the Hambook, 
because we are listing the books at cost. The best way to support 
is to donate. But it is a real good way to rep the Hambook, so 
consider buying one if you don’t have a copy. I think each book 
costs, like, less than three bucks. So, buy the book, then take the 
rest of the $200 you were gonna spend on your improv class, and 
just give it to us. We’ll keep delivering better and more diverse-
fied opinions than your class will. 

As always; read slowly, and take care.  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A JOURNEY THROUGH 
SHORT FORM 

CALEB GEORGE 
Short form was most of our introductions to improv. We saw 
Whose Line Is It Anyway?, auditioned for a college short form 
improv troupe, or we, on a whim, took a Level A class at Second 
City. Short form probably broke us into the world of improv. 
Then we decided we wanted to try this “long form” thing. We 
were intrigued and challenged by the thought of no net. Can we 
create something out of virtually nothing with no game to save 
the scene or help dig us out of this terrible initiation? We tried it 
and we were hooked. We had tasted the cool, refreshing glass of 
long form and then never looked back. We realized in this improv 
journey that we had short form all figured out. We knew all the 
games and how to play all ten of them (there are literally hun-
dreds, if not thousands, of games). Then we book a cruise despite 
not knowing much of how to do short form professionally. Or we 
struggled with the game slot in our Harolds. Or we got hired by 
iO… to do short form. And we hated it and powered through it 
and vowed never to do it again. Until we did. And then we gath-
ered our resentment towards short form and painstakingly 
worked through the hired gig that we wish was paying us to do a 
simple montage. At some point, short form became lesser to us or 
it was never something we never gave much credit to. We told 
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ourselves, “I’m just not good at short form” or “I think short form 
is too bit-y”. We dismissed it and put ourselves above it. We used 
short form as a stepping stone not worthy of revisiting. 

But I’d like to ask, what if we never stopped refining our short 
form skill set? What if we took the painstaking efforts we do with 
long form to perfect and sharpen and deliberately practice short 
form? How good could short form be? And, in turn, how much 
would good, accessible short form raise the entire art form itself? 

The Judgement of Short Form 
Let’s start with the judgement. I’ve heard short form described as 
many things: hokey, bit-y, campy, stupid, hackey, childish, sim-
ple. And look, it can be all of those things. I’ve shown up to short 
form shows and players have turned to me and told me the bits 
they use and that if I don’t have any, I can borrow some of theirs. 
This happens and it’s unfortunate that this happens in an art 
form that is organic, present and theoretically “made up on the 
spot” but it is less frequent than you think and frankly becoming 
more and more frowned upon. But with that said—hokey, hackey 
bits happen in all of improv. All of it. How many scenes have I 
seen where two guys hold each other close promising a kiss and 
teasing themselves and the audience until ultimately passionately 
making out? That’s hackey. You may have discovered it organi-
cally but it’s still a bit that I’ve seen too often and I find it cheap 
but I laugh and the audience applauds and screams. 

Or, how many times have you seen this: One improviser says “I 
know what you’re thinking!” and another says, “You do? THEN 
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LET’S SAY IT AT THE SAME TIME?!” This is a game in short 
form. It’s called Doublespeak. You may have found the game or-
ganically but it doesn’t change the fact that you did a short form 
game annnddddd that perhaps this is a hokey bit done quite of-
ten. Now that I’ve pointed it out, see how often it happens. 

I once sat in on a long form audition for hours and I heard the 
word “quinceañera” brought up AT LEAST half a dozen times. It’s 
a funny word, so people say it to get a laugh but rarely people 
know enough about the word to use it in a smart, unique way. 
And yes, auditions are a microcosm of the improv world and not 
a true reflection of the nature of the art form but there are bits 
out there that happen all the time. Whether in short form or long 
form, this community finds its bits because it worked for one per-
son, so we copy. Evolutionarily we were built to build communi-
ties and collectively get behind a device that works so we all suc-
ceed. One person in this community does something that works, 
we all eventually do it. We all rely on a bit to get us through what 
can be an unbearable scene, show or moment but we should all 
be aware of our bits and retire them. We should continually push 
the boundaries of comedy as we know it. We can’t describe short 
form as bit-y because it’s all bit-y and sometimes we do what 
works because, it works. 

Recently, I had a discussion with a performer who was doing 
short form based show. She had been frustrated lately by how 
they keep playing the same games and that short form had lost its 
appeal to her. I told her that short form didn’t lose its appeal, she 
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gave up on short form. She stopped finding a way to challenge 
herself and the game. There is always another way, another 
heightening, you have to just be smart and clever enough to find 
it. But that’s hard. It is in these moments when we become com-
placent that we give up on short form. I’m asking you to care a 
moment more and problem-solve. If you think you’ve learned 
everything you can about short form, then there is nothing to be 
done. But, a true artist never stops perfecting her art. If the rules 
of a game don’t serve you, break them and heighten or make up 
new ones. Discovery is what will revive short form; complacency 
and neglect is what is killing it. 

Short form feels complete. It’s packaged. The rules have been es-
tablished and the players follow them until that game is com-
plete. Then they move on to the next game and again, establish 
the rules and continue to completion. It can feel compartmental-
ized and simple but it doesn’t have to be—restriction breeds in-
vention, not limitations. The rules that are there to facilitate the 
game also stifle the progress we could make to reinvent it. We as-
sume that this game has been completed in its design and func-
tion, therefore, it has been mastered and we can move on. 

Long form feels open. We can perform open ended sequences, tag 
runs, time jumps, and patterns. I’m seeing more people do mon-
tages in the city than ever before and it’s because that limitless 
possibility is what draws people to improv. Let’s take a look at the 
Harold for a second as I’ve heard people complain that it feels too 
restrictive and too limited. Harolds have a specific structure but 
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even the Harold can feel limitless, especially after having spent 
years performing it. I see veteran improvisers explore, expand 
and break the Harold. They bend the form to their will and refuse 
to be limited by it. Why can’t the same be done for short form? 

Often people have told me that short form moves too fast and 
without depth. Some improvisers need time to let things breathe 
and that short form lacks substance and value. To this I say, short 
form doesn’t have time. It doesn’t wait. Short form needs to be 
sharp and succinct. Not fast; quick thinking. Not depthless; suc-
cinct. If you are taking minutes to get the point of your scene, it’s 
not that you need to let it breathe, it’s that you’re scared to com-
mit to anything. Short form doesn’t have time for you to not be 
committed. Establish the relationship, the environment, the 
characters and action immediately so that the game layer on top 
heightens and doesn’t save the scene. Quick thinking and preci-
sion choices are necessary in most scene work unless you’re dedi-
cating an hour and half to Stanley Kubrick-level patience in a two 
person show. Anyone who says short forms lacks substance and 
moves too quickly with an unfocused assault of moves is describ-
ing bad improv, not short form. 

I hate having to “defend” short form and that’s not going to be my 
role here. My goal is show a different perspective and possibly 
awaken a new understanding of what I believe to be an impera-
tive performance skill set. 
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The Value of Short Form 
When I ran the ComedySportz training center, I saw a sea of 
training centers with more popping up each day. I saw virtually 
the same philosophies but slightly tweaked and repackaged with 
a different mission statement.  I took a look at what the commu-
nity had to offer and wanted to find a way to offer something dif-
ferent. I wanted to offer a program that wasn’t short form as a 
means to a long form or sketch end but a program that was short 
form as a means to critical thinking about short form. 

While developing a training center, I came up with five different 
categories through which a performer’s skill set can be judged: 
Musical, Game Mastery, Stage Presence, Scene Work and Show 
Awareness. These five areas are the basic skill sets every short 
form improviser would need to be successful. Now, I would argue 
that any performer would need to have four of these components 
to do ANY improv well. Putting Musical aside, Game Mastery was 
how well one knew the catalogue of games and how to play them. 
Stage Presence was about how a person presented themselves on 
stage. This doesn’t mean that everyone needs to be loud, big and 
silly. I believe it’s measured more by how comfortable one is in 
their skin. Scene Work is how good one is at the basic tenants of 
scenes. And lastly, Show Awareness; in my opinion, the most im-
portant and hardest skill set to master. Show Awareness is about 
mastering the piece. Knowing the audience you’re playing to, 
playing the games that heighten, picking up the pace of a particu-
lar section, selecting games that play to you and your teammates 
strength. Show Awareness comes with reps, reps, and more reps. 
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I believe strongly that improvisers of any form and skill level 
cannot grow and be a veteran entertainer without mastering 
these four areas. I’m not saying long form doesn’t work these ar-
eas but short form accelerates these basic skills at a rapid pace. 

The most forgotten and necessary skill, and simultaneously, the 
most important is Show Awareness. I’ve heard too often per-
formers say, “Well, our audience didn’t get us.” Nine times out of 
ten, that’s on you. A team came out with a game plan and it 
failed. It didn’t connect and none of the performers had the Show 
Awareness to understand what they were doing wasn’t working. 
So, they blamed the paying customer. At the end of the day, what 
we are here to do is entertain and what is “entertainment” is sub-
jective but what is good is universal. I really have a problem with 
performers saying, “Screw the audience,” and to that I’d say, but 
you’re nothing without them. What makes this art is that some-
one is viewing it. If no one is watching, then it’s masturbatory 
garbage. So, if you paint a tree in the forest and nobody sees it, is 
it art? 

Short form is unique improv in that it constantly engages with 
the audience. It’s a near constant check in and in short form 
based shows, the audience is acting as another member of your 
team. They feed you. They’re giving you gifts and if you deny 
them those gifts, you’re a subpar improviser. More long form im-
provisers would be wise to do short form to understand the ele-
ment of playing to audience as well as your team. And I’m not 
saying sell out your partner, I’m saying that EVERYONE per-
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forming signs a social contract. You are performing for an audi-
ence and they paid money for services, if they don’t receive their 
services of enjoyment, that’s on you. Short form will not let you 
ignore that. In long form, you get one suggestion and go, but in 
short form you may get nearly two or three dozen suggestions, in-
spirations or curve balls. The audience holds you accountable. I 
think there is huge value in learning how to play to an audience 
and short form can teach you that. It’s a skill I can see a lot of im-
provisers lack in order to take that next step as a next level per-
former. 

Let’s take another category: Game Mastery. Game Mastery was 
the understanding of the overall catalog, classification and blue 
print structure of all games. I’ve often loved the game slots of a 
Harold. They come natural to me and even in my everyday play, I 
love finding patterns and exploiting them. This ability comes 
from my extensive short form background. 

If you don’t handle the game slot well or you don’t know how to 
heighten or establish patterns, then do short form. The repeti-
tions you get from game based improv will work the muscles it 
takes to get good at that game slot or to better heighten a mo-
ment within a scene when you stumble into a tag run. Game Mas-
tery gives you blueprints for which you can then map over nu-
merous moments within shows. When you play games, you are 
looking at 3-4 minute focused, deliberate practice reps that gets 
that formula in your mental synapsis. 

If long form feeds your soul, short form sharpens your brain. 
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The Future of Short Form 
There have been so many analogies to compare short form and 
long form. I’ve often used the race analogy of short form is the 
100 meter dash and long form is the marathon. They each require 
a different training, skill set and approach. But I’ve often thought 
of short form as magic. Yes, it can be awful and cheesy and it 
seems like only mid 40’s white guys with beards do it in midwest 
comedy clubs. But there are magicians who transcend the art 
form. Magicians who don’t settle for the same tricks everyone has 
already seen. 

And yes, people are who less refined in magic viewing may be 
impressed with a simple parlor trick but what about those who 
destroy the concept of magic as we know it. Who are the Penn & 
Teller’s of the short form world, who break down the basic con-
cepts of short form and reimagine it as something better? Or 
maybe a better analogy, who are the TJ & Dave of short form? I’d 
love to see a short form show with a veteran group of immensely 
talented performers struggling to reinvent and reimagine the 
world of short form games while walking the line between specta-
cle and art. Short form can be like a Marvel film. It can be com-
mercially viable, wildly accessible to all ages and incredibly good. 
I swear it can. 

I think short form needs a group of our best and brightest on it. I 
think there’s a niche is this community for HIGHLY intelligent, 
smart short form that is so impressively complicated and com-
plex, that it feels like a magic trick. It feels IMPOSSIBLE what the 
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performers are doing. But it starts with improvisers not leaving 
short form behind. It’s another skill. It’s another viable arsenal in 
your bag of performer tricks. Game based improv, like long form, 
is far from being perfected. In fact, I would argue that short form 
has been so neglected that we have to work harder to catch it up. 
And it starts with all the performers who left it behind to find the 
value in it and build it back up again. After all, the first thing that 
most of us were exposed to was short form and by reinvesting 
and raising the bar of game based improv that is short form, we 
can expose a younger generation to a better introductory and ex-
ceptional awareness of the art form as a whole. But it needs you. 
Give it a second look and seek to find the ways it can be reinvent-
ed, re-envisioned and re-mastered and before judging it or mov-
ing on from it, take a moment to value its merits and improve its 
reputation. 

Short form should be as exciting and wondrous as the first time 
you saw it performed on Whose Line Is It Anyway? or performed 
it at your college short form team audition or used it as an exer-
cise in your Level A Second City class. Don’t give up on it. In-
stead, give it the love it needs as it was probably your first improv 
love.  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ISLAND LIVING 
ALISON BYRNES 
When I was three, my sister was born, and in a home video from 
around that age, you can hear me yelling, “Camera me! CAMERA 
ME!” whenever my parents tried to record her sitting in a tiny 
rocking chair or inching across our living room floor. In another 
tape, I’m 10, and we’re living in China for a few months because 
my dad is leading a study abroad trip. I’m recording a tour of our 
apartment for my friends back home, and I am commanding. I’m 
owning a spotlight that isn’t there, and forget a microphone – my 
voice is more than loud enough. 

In both cases, these videos were unearthed when I was in high 
school, and I watched them with my jaw dropped. I didn’t recog-
nize her—that shouting, smiling person—and I wished I did, that 
she felt more familiar. I wanted to be like her. Which meant that I 
must have peaked sometime between age four and 10. Which is 
fucking humbling—aren’t we supposed to get better with age? In-
stead of marveling at how much I had grown, I was realizing, in-
stead, how fully I had lost this part of myself—my ability to ask 
for the attention of other people, to believe that that was okay, 
even to own that I needed it. The sadness I felt at seeing evidence 
that I did once have this ability told me I was worse off without it. 
As I grew up, attention had come to feel like something I needed 
to apologize for, and when I let that happen, a part of myself went 
to sleep. 
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I sang and danced and acted when I was little. In fifth grade, I 
starred in our end-of-year play. But after that, I hung it all up in 
favor of what would occupy me for the next 12 years: being medi-
ocre at sports. Tennis, basketball, skiing, rock climbing, golf, 
track, soccer, and swimming—you name it, I’ve been mediocre at 
it. My friends were all playing soccer, and I wanted to play, too. 
Youth sports are a religion in Western Washington, and once I 
was in the recreational sports pipeline, I didn’t get out—isn’t ado-
lescence all about going along to stay a part of the group? I was 
having fun with my friends, but as well all got older, they got real-
ly good. I was blessed with a wonderful, but inferiority-inducing 
group of friends who seemed to excel at everything they did. I 
was good enough to be on the team, but never to score any 
points. I got very comfortable being the most middle-talented 
person in the room, and I came to think that mediocrity was a 
fundamental part of my identity. I didn’t consider that I was ded-
icating all of my focus and drive to things I didn’t love, or didn’t 
even always particularly enjoy. And over time, I stopped admit-
ting that I even liked performing. It was a logical and helpful con-
clusion to draw, given that I hadn’t performed for a decade. In-
stead, I was living on singing in the car, a short stint as a syn-
chronized swimmer, and making my mom laugh at the dinner ta-
ble. 

The idea to move to Chicago to do improv after graduating col-
lege felt like it landed on top of me, out of thin air—I didn’t have 
it, it had me—but as soon as it did, took on an air of inevitability. 
As graduation approached and plans had to be made, I watched 
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myself make big decisions with certainty and focus about some-
thing that had only recently surfaced in my conscious brain, and 
it surprised me. It was weird, but I didn’t question it. It was weird 
that I didn’t question it. The friend I was going to move with 
changed her plans at the last minute, and I was left with the 
prospect of either moving to Chicago entirely by myself or to an-
other city that had more friends but no improv. Even though I 
knew it would mean building a life from scratch by myself, it only 
took me all of 36 hours, and a couple pro-con lists, to decide to 
move ahead with THE CHICAGO PLAN. 

Although the plans I made with myself felt solid, the rest of the 
process didn’t fall into place right away. I had spent so many 
years telling myself, and everyone around me, that I didn’t enjoy 
attention, that I knew my plan wouldn’t make sense to the people 
who knew me. When I started having to answer questions about 
what I was going to do after college, I said that I was moving be-
cause I wanted to write. That was true, and it still is, but I also 
knew that I could write anywhere and had no reason to move, by 
myself, to a city I’d never been to, if that was really my only goal. 
I signed up for classes as soon as I unpacked my suitcase, but told 
anyone who asked that I was only doing improv to make friends 
(no one pays $300 every two months just to make friends, even 
though it was definitely true that I needed some). Once I started 
class, things didn’t click into place the way I hoped they would, 
either. Classes asked for me to be the opposite of who I was used 
to being—reserved, cautions, private. Improv made me sweaty. I 
didn’t enjoy it a lot of the time; a three-hour class was two-and-a-
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half-hours of anxious anticipation and boredom, and 30 minutes 
of doing scenes that gave me fear black-outs.  

I was here, I was in classes, but I was scared to enjoy them, to try 
anything, to admit I wanted to get good. The years I spent telling 
myself that I wasn’t a performer, that I didn’t want or like atten-
tion, weren’t going to fall away so easily. Those false beliefs had 
become tangled up with my sense of self and I struggled to undo 
them.  

Looking back, I can see that when I was growing up, even 
through the noise of my loud denials, I still sensed that perform-
ing meant a lot to me. That made me afraid to fail at it, so I didn’t 
try. If I did, and failed, whatever that might mean, I knew I would 
be far more devastated than when I didn’t meet my expectations 
for sports-based achievement. And through sheer repetition, I 
had internalized a belief, calcified by fear, that I was destined to 
never be as good at the things I attempted as I wanted to be. Plus, 
the few times I dipped a tentative toe into the performing pool, I 
was shot down—one year, I screwed up the courage to audition 
for my high school’s spring musical, and after I didn’t make the 
chorus, returned to the familiar and decided to run track that 
spring instead.  

Besides a fear of failure, my secretly held knowledge that I loved 
performing contained another kind of fear—a fear of being seen. 
The absence of this was what I saw, and envied, in those old 
home videos. For me, to ask for attention, whether implicit or ex-
plicit, means declaring yourself worthy and admitting a deficit at 
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the same time—neither of which are things I’m comfortable with. 
As much as anyone else, I struggle with self-worth and self-es-
teem. But where I really excel is in grappling with self-reliance 
and self-sufficiency. No woman is an island, but I have tried to be
—never really needing anything from anyone. I didn’t travel here 
on purpose, but it’s where I’ve ended up. When boats pass by, I 
tell them that it’s warm, and sunny, and I’m content. It’s called 
THE ISLAND OF STRONG INDEPENDENT WOMEN, and on it I am 
everything I need. To ask anyone for anything, of any kind, is to 
admit reliance on another, and thus, defeat. If I sound like an id-
iot, I know. But still, I can’t help but feel that to need, want, or 
even enjoy the attention of an audience is to admit that I’m not 
enough, that I need something from other people in order to be 
my happiest self. That’s asking too much. The bald neediness is 
embarrassing. 

I was listening to an episode of Off Camera with Sam Jones a few 
months ago, and I stopped in the middle of his interview with 
Jenny Slate to write down something she said. “I like being 
looked at as a performer, I really want to please people, I need a 
lot of attention, and I want to show that I’m special. And I feel at 
peace with that, I do.” Because it’s not. It’s not embarrassing to 
need something from someone else. To need attention from 
someone else. From a close friend, or from a crowd. It’s essential. 
Without it, you are operating at a deficit. I argue with myself 
about this, insisting that it is incorrect to believe that needing 
something from other people makes you broken, but I do allow 
that I may not be able to entirely internalize this fact. Instead, I 
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can teach myself a smaller lesson: receiving attention from an 
audience is a good thing, performing is a good thing, and enjoy-
ing it doesn’t mean you have a bigger hole inside of you than the 
person next door who doesn’t perform (but who knows?, might 
be happier if they did). Performing doesn’t demarcate a lack; it 
opens a door. It means that you get to connect. To have a positive 
impact on someone else. To look your scene partner in the eyes 
and share an experience. To know that the audience likes you. To 
like them for liking you, and for showing up, and for giving you 
their attention. 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HOW TO MAKE (AND KEEP) AN 
INDEPENDENT IMPROV TEAM 

ETHAN GOLDMAN 
As improv as an art-form increases in popularity, we see more 
and more improv teams popping up. In a major city you may find 
anywhere from a few dozen to upwards of thousands of improv 
teams. Many of the more recognizable teams are affiliated with 
theaters and always have a home to play at. If you are new to im-
prov, aren't a “networking person”, or already have friends that 
you want to play with, you may be interested in forming your own 
independent team. As anyone who has been on one of these 
teams knows, the most difficult part of having an independent 
improv team is keeping it going. A theater provides accountabili-
ty, regular show opportunities and sometimes coaching. If you 
are the managers of your own team, you run the risk of it being 
de-prioritized. Life can get in the way. If you or your teammates 
lose focus your team will go the way of the dinosaurs: Awesome 
for a while, then extinct. 

I have been doing improv on independent teams for over 10 years 
and each has been successful in its own right. For the past 5 years 
I have performed regularly with 9 other people who are hands 
down my best friends. Our group is called The MoonSharks. In 
2012 myself and some very talented people with whom I attended 
Illinois State University decided we missed being on our college 
team, the Improv Mafia. We reached out to a few other friends 
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interested in improv and began rehearsing every Thursday as The 
MoonSharks. Since then we have performed at almost every the-
ater in Chicago, done hundreds of short form games, at least 20 
experimental long forms, played at the Chicago Improv Festival 
every year since our inception, led workshops, played at kids’ 
birthday parties, and are currently in rigorous rehearsals for a 
full-length improvised play we plan on putting up in the Fall of 
2017. It has been an amazing time with ups and downs, great 
shows and terrible ones. Over the years we have watched a num-
ber of our peer “indie teams” come and go. The real secret to hav-
ing a long lasting improv team is to play with people you like. You 
can always learn to be a better improviser, it's much harder to 
learn to be less of a douche bag. 

I myself have never taken a formal improv class, but I have found 
a way to play and not completely suck (so I am told) for the past 
10 years. I am not knocking improv classes by any means. They 
serve the important roles of employing many improv teachers, 
helping pay the bills for all of the cool theaters we know and love, 
and providing a students with a network of peers. If you are new 
to your city, or want to learn (or relearn) the basic principles of 
improv go for it. Class it up. My gym teacher Mr. Rodriguez once 
said, “Be an empty tea cup. If you're full, there is no room for 
more tea.” If you think of tea as knowledge, he was totally onto 
something. If you don't wanna use your hard earned cash on 

classes, but wanna play shows 
and still learn stuff, here is 
whatcha can do. 
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Step 1: Assemble the Improvisers 
I don't recommend doing a one-person show to start with. Im-
prov at its core is about collaborating. So go get some peeps. Pick 
people you WANT to work with. Don't pick people based on tal-
ent. Just like a real relationship, you could pick someone hot who 
is awesome at sex, but that person will probably not treat you as 
great as you deserve to be treated. Pick people who you like hang-
ing out with that are willing to make a real commitment. 

Step 2: Set Group Goals 
Make some group goals. Have a frank discussion with your team 
and talk about what you like about improv, and what you don't 
like. Which style fits you all the best. Do you want to form a team 
that only does improvised Home Improvement episodes and is 
called “Home Improv-ment?” Great! Just make sure everyone 
else is down for that. If you don't, you'll end up with a team that 
lasts six months, until someone finally reveals they never 
watched home improvement growing up, and they think you and 
Tim Allen are both hacks! 

Do you want a run of shows? Do you want to make video content? 
Do you want to be short form, long form it something in be-
tween? Answer these questions first, then come up with the 
dumb name for your team (Home Improv-ment is my idea, you 
can totally have it.). 

Step 3: Learn 
The more you know, the more your characters can know. We are 
all always students. If you are interested in any topic I recom-
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mend researching it to the fullest extend of your intellectual cu-
riosity. If you are smart, you can play smarter. When it comes to 
specific improv education I have found that often reading/watch-
ing non-improv related works can inspire me greatly. 

However if you are looking for effective long form improv exer-
cises and forms read some good improv books. A few include: 

-Truth in Comedy by Del Close & Charna Halpern 
-Improvise by Mick Napier 
-Improvisation at the Speed of Life: The TJ and Dave Book 
-The Hambook (Wow that was fast! You're reading it right now!) 
-improvencyclopedia.org is a great free online resource for ex-
ercises and short form games! 

There are hundreds of books and websites not on this list that 
may be more helpful, or better align with your specific philoso-
phies. Read anything and everything you find. You may not agree 
with all of it, but you can take exercises straight out of these 
books and try them at your rehearsals. 

Step 4: Rehearse 
Pick a day of the week to DEDICATE to your group. Thursdays 
are always our special MoonSharks day. Even if we are all tired 
and sick and don't want to practice. At least some of us will make 
the effort to still hangout. Many improvisers will claim you can be 
on upwards of 3 teams at a time. You sure can, but none of them 
will be as awesome as a single team where everyone is giving it 
100% of their commitment. If your team wants to rehearse less 
than once a week, you will likely be unprepared for shows and 
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have inconsistency within your rehearsals. Feel free to do more, 
but a 2-3 hour rehearsal once a week should be considered a min-
imum for a serious team. 

Deciding on what kind of team you want to be will determine how 
to best use your rehearsal time. Coaches/teachers serve an in-
valuable purpose for teams. They provide an outside eye for 
scenes and can identify weak decisions made in forms. Plus they 
will always come to rehearsal with an effective plan for how to 
spend the time. If you feel like you need the structure of a coach, 
it is a ton cheaper to have everyone on the team to chip in a little 
money and pay an improviser you really look up to to come to 
your apartment for a couple hours every week, than it is to sign 
up for 8 weeks of classes. You can also have a new person from 
outside the group lead a different workshop every week. With this 
method you can find out who's philosophy aligns with your group 
goals the best. If you find a coach you love, stick with them. If 
they're not for you, you aren't beholden to them. 

That being said, you can also fill the role of “coach” by sharing the 
load. Take turns leading exercises, and have those sitting and 
watching provide feedback and analysis. You can also learn to 
self-analyze. This means after you finish your scene or exercise, 
critique yourself. What worked and what didn't. Often hearing 
what your scene partner was thinking will help inform you of how 
to better play with them in the future. After a long form sit in a 
circle and discuss each scene. Breakdown what you liked, and 
what can be done to improve your groups choices for next time. 
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Try a coach, guest led workshops and self-analysis and see what 
works best for your group. To do this, you must be able to leave 
your ego at the door and accept criticism from your peers as a 
compliment. It means they think you are a badass, and are much 
smarter than the choice you just made. Try not to be petty. 

If we are working on something new and challenging, we will of-
ten assign two people within the group to act as “the coaches” for 
the week. They meet a half-hour before practice, research and 
choose the games that will stretch the muscles we need for the 
task at hand. Having two people rather than one gives them a 
lighter load of work, and allows both people to participate in the 
games and exercises they laid out while trading off hosting re-
sponsibility. Later at rehearsal everyone follows their game plan. 
Switch up the coaches every week, and you will always have a 
planned and effective rehearsal where no one is the boss of you. 

Step 5: Do Shows 
No matter what master improviser you bring in to lead rehearsal, 
or whatever insight you may glean from doing a certain existen-
tial improv exercise, I promise that every show performed is 10 
times as educational as every rehearsal. Even a bad show. ESPE-
CIALLY a bad show. If you have seen a show you liked at a the-
ater, talk to someone who works there and see if you can get your 
team a slot opening or playing at that space. 

Don't get so bogged down with rehearsals you forget why you 
wanted to do improv in the first place. No show is perfect or last-
ing. As such you should do as many as time will allow. Agree to 
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every opportunity, turn your nose up at nothing. Do bar-prov. Do 
birthday-party-prov. If it exists, do funeral-prov. Having an actu-
al audience is the proving ground for all that you practice for. If 
your brand new form that you're testing can work, it must work 
in front of an audience. Remember that laughter is not always the 
indicator of a good show. If no one laughs during your scene, 
then it's not funny. If they clap when it's over, it was art. 

Step 6: Think About the Back End 
There is plenty more to having a successful improv group than 
just being good at improv. Here are some tips I learned along the 
way. 

Make a bank account for your group. If you are committed to 
your group existing for more than a year You will need a bank ac-
count, and someone to act as treasurer for it. You want to pay 
monthly dues so you have money saved up to afford a real re-
hearsal space? Bank account. You finally book a paying gig and 
they need to make the check out to someone? Bank account. You 
find a business that wants to sponsor you so you have cool uni-
forms that say “Kenny the Kleener” on the back? Bank account. 
Go to the bank where you keep your money, speak with a banker 
about forming an “Unincorporated Entity.” This means you can 
make and spend money on a small scale (I believe the limit is 
$8,000) without being a licensed business. It is the same tax 
classification as a little league baseball team and it costs no mon-
ey to set up a checking account under this classification. Plus 
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nothing says professional like checks with little poodles on them, 
that also have your improv teams name on it. 

Have a way to communicate online. We use a private Facebook 
group separate from our public Facebook page to coordinate be-
tween rehearsals. If you have notes from practice, ideas for new 
forms, dates for potential runs, or gifs of cats wearing sunglasses 
you should have a place to share them with your team. It is im-
portant to regularly check this online space for updates as it may 
pertain to upcoming shows and practices. 

Marketing your own shows is hard, not impossible. As an indie 
team you will not have the support of a theater when it comes to 
marketing. This means delegating the jobs of marketing to any-
one on your team willing and able to take them. Use what skills 
you have at your disposal to make marketing as easy as possible 
for your team. If someone knows how to use Photoshop, have 
them design a poster. One of you works in an office with a copy 
machine? Get those posters printed on the cheap. A team mem-
ber has a nice video camera? Film a short promo for your show. 
One of your friends loves Instagram? Blast social media with your 
info. You sing and play ukulele? Get a street performing license 
and spread the word about your upcoming show through song at 
the park. 

Step 7: Have Fun 
Having fun is the point. If you're not having fun doing improv, 
something is wrong. Often I see phenomenally talented impro-
visers become bitter and jaded about the industry. All I can say is, 
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don't let that be you. Find friends you can play pretend with and 
don't look back. 

⚇ 
I dedicate this essay to my improv group (and best friends), The 
MoonSharks. I love you Lizzie, Ricky, Mitch, Jason, Billy, Klah-
sio, Annie, Matty, and Blandy. Sharks on the Moon. MoonSharks. 
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BUSINESS VS PLEASURE 
JEFF QUINTANA 
My name is Jeff Anthony Quintana. I was born and raised in Mi-
ami, FL. Since 2003, I have spent a lot of time in the business of 
the performing arts with a focus on improvisation and sketch. I 
have been a major player in the formation of many groups, 
owned three theater companies, and worked at major improv 
theaters. In that time, I have had amazing relationships form, I’ve 
had relationships fall apart, I’ve had them come back together 
again, and I’ve had others never come back together again. Girl-
friends, friends, business partners, and family: I have been 
through both amazing and terribly hard times with them all in 
my time doing this business. Art of any kind brings forth pas-
sionate people whose biggest want is to be heard and share 
through their unique point of view. Many times artists neglect to 
do the “boring” or difficult things that will drive us forward be-
cause of our need to look good, to be right, to be in control, or to 
be comfortable or safe. 

Many don’t realize it, but once you form that improv group that 
does sweet DragonProv, you are actually starting a tiny business. 
Everything about it is the beginning of an organization, whether 
it be two performers or 300. The same principles and organiza-
tion elements come into play, but we usually skip the organiza-
tional elements to jump right into the joy of creating together. 
There are not many people chomping at the bit to be the person 
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that keeps track of everyone paying their fees for coaching, book-
ing the performance space, booking the rehearsal space, sched-
uling, festivals, and all manner of things that come up when run-
ning your new group. The truth is, if you organize well in the off-
stage moments, your onstage moments benefit greatly. Through-
out this article, I will share what I have faced being a performer, 
employee, and finally business owner in this community. I have 
broken down this piece into sections of helpful and hurtful beliefs 
to keep in mind when organizing your business. The pleasure is 
more pleasurable when the business is more organized.  

Luck 
There are so many moments where we think talent will just mag-
netize us to success. I used to think this way. I used to think I 
would be “noticed” and “rewarded” for my hard work. The truth 
is,I know thousands of talented people. I see them every day. 
Some of them aren’t even performers, but they have the spark 
just in conversation. We see someone make it and we say, “Wow, 
they are so lucky. Just right place right time. Wow, if I would 
have been there, I would have gotten it, too. Man, everyone has 
so much luck except for me.” 

LUCK. IS. A. LIE. Sorry, my friends, but luck is created by two 
things: preparation and opportunity. It is when preparation and 
opportunity intersect that LUCK appears. There are the people 
who are so crazy talented that you can just notice them and 
maybe they get “noticed” and “rewarded,” but I promise that 
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every single time, there is more to it. Your talent needs to be 
backed up by drive. 

Drive beats talent every single time. Am I saying that someone 
who has way less talent than everyone else will beat out the most 
talented person you know? You bet your ass I am. A driven per-
son can break through barriers within themselves and grow their 
talent in a way that will push them way farther than anyone who 
sits on their laurels. I know many great performers that just got 
in their own way and never rose to prominence because they just 
stopped working hard. They thought it should come to them. 
They don’t make any money or achieve success doing their art 
because they are “purists” or don’t want to be annoying inviting 
people to their shows or any other number of excuses. What is ly-
ing at the bottom is the NEEDS. If you fall into the trap of the 
NEEDS, you will find only failure, sadness, and depression.  

The Needs 
I mentioned them above, but now will break them down.  

Need To Look Good 
I suffer from this one hard. I want to be everyone’s friend. I want 
to be liked. I don’t want to piss anyone off. I want to make sure I 
look good and I am liked. I was doing myself a disservice in this 
thinking because it made me 
miss out on so many oppor-
tunities. I wouldn’t share my 
shows or tell people about 
them because I was afraid 
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the show would be bad. I was afraid of looking bad. I wouldn’t tell 
people about them because I somehow would read their minds to 
say, “Ugh, that guy keeps inviting me to shit—I am not going to 
go to your stupid show, dude,” and then not invite anyone. 

Here is the thing about this one: what if I would have thought 
more positively every time? What if I said, “I am so great; friends 
and strangers deserve to have a night watching someone put on 
a great performance for them!” That mentality alone not only 
changes how I market myself, but it also changes the show. I am 
so confident in what I do that I come in knowing it will be great 
and, by proxy, I have more joy when doing it. When I bring joy, 
even the worst shows can become watchable. If I defeat myself 
with my need to look good, I won’t have anyone at my show and I 
won’t have a good show anyway. I defeated myself before I even 
started because of my need to look good. 

Need To Be Right 
All of these will connect in some way because they all come from 
this same place of negativity. Is it more important to you to be 
right or be effective? I would have many arguments with myself 
and others because I needed to be right about something. I have 
to be right that getting on Saturday Night Live is impossible for 
me because I am too old, too young, too inexperienced, too fat, 
too stupid, too disorganized or too [INSERT BULLSHIT HERE]. We 
also stop from moving forward with other peoples’ ideas because 
we have a need to be right. We become closed off because we 
have already decided what is the best option before the conversa-
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tion has even been had. We stop ourselves before we even start 
with this thinking. It stops the group or company from moving 
forward too because we will shoot down things that are good for 
us just to be right about stuff. It’s stupid and I have done it too 
many times over the years and seen plenty of others do it too. 
Don’t worry about being right. Worry about being right now/in 
the moment and from there, the greatness will flow in abun-
dance.  

Need To Be In Control 
How many groups and businesses have died because people 
needed to be in control? They could not collaborate for the 
greater good. We can’t trust others enough to let anyone else do 
anything. We do this both onstage and off. Improv and perfor-
mance usually heighten our flaws but also our strengths. Our 
problems on stage always mirror our real life problems. We all 
have pieces of control freak in us but we have to let go in order to 
make the best product. The best things happen on and off stage 
when we let go and open up our minds to each other. We have to 
look at the people around us as assets and as a leader you need to 
do this even more. I have a lot of things that I know but there is 
also a huge amount of things I do not know. The beauty of the 
world and improvisation is that there are other people in it that 
enable us to be powerful all knowing collectives. We must be 
open to everyone bringing their piece to every project in order to 
create the best work. There are times to lead and times to follow, 
don’t let a need to be in control block you from being the best 
performer and leader you can be. There is an old Viola Spolin ex-
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ercise called Follow the Follower but it is also a good way to look 
at business and performance. We are all following and leading all 
the time. If you keep this mentality it will open up new possibili-
ties in everything you do. 

Need To Be Comfortable Or Safe 
This is the killer of art, business, and life. Risk is inherent in 
everything we do and pain and discomfort are necessary to tran-
scend to the next level of anything we are doing. The only way to 
grow is to be uncomfortable for a bit. We all love to have the 
warm blanket of what we know but the true path lies in the dis-
comfort of not knowing. I hear the phrase “empty your cup” all 
the time, but this doesn’t mean your knowledge isn’t valid and 
you should throw it away. It means you need to be open and 
make room. The cup is your mind. You drink what is in the cup 
so it becomes a part of you. Then, your cup is empty and ready 
for more. This is the best way to constantly be growing.  

Now you know all the needs that stop us from getting ahead. You 
will always have them, but now you can recognize them and see if 
they are stopping you from your ultimate goals. If so, you can 
overcome them to reach your next step.  

Accountability 
This is one that I have had trouble with for a long time. It is easy 
to blame the world for all your problems on stage and off. You 
blame that one person on your team that “just doesn’t get it” or 
“confuses” you on stage. In life, we blame our bills or family or 
anything else. The truth is, we all make choices and the sum of 
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those choices create our life. You can truly have the happiest life 
with a little bit of accountability. Accountability helps you create 
your life from a place of power instead of weakness. When we 
start to look at things from a place of accountability, you live a lot 
more happily and more powerfully. It is always easy to be the vic-
tim in all our situations and some situations are really messed up. 
You can mention a thousand situations and I would agree that 
you were the victim in those situations. I would agree that the 
situation was difficult. I would agree that you had every right to 
feel the way that you did. The only thing is that you can also look 
at things from a place of accountability. Look at the choices you 
made and from there you can make powerful choices for your fu-
ture. Nothing will erase the past, but we can sit there and create 
the future through the knowledge we gain. We must also be open 
to gaining more knowledge on the way.  

There Is Only Pleasure 
Observation: 

Being a performer should always be fun, and when it’s not fun, 
you need to stop. 

Is this observation true? Everything has a little bit of truth to it. I 
definitely want to enjoy what I do. Enjoying what I do is the main 
reason I am a performer and instructor, not a lawyer, doctor or 
anything else. There are plenty of people who chose to be 
lawyers, doctors, and other things that are very happy with their 
job and their life. We can learn from these other professions as 
performers. If you talk to doctors who really love what they do, it 
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is a guarantee that they don’t love every moment. It is a guaran-
tee there were times they thought about quitting med school and 
quitting their jobs. The truth is, if your goal is to be a performer 
as a job, it will not always be fun. But, you can start seeing the fun 
in all aspects of what you do.  

The things necessary to make performing your job aren’t all fun 
at the surface. They are definitely not easy. Nothing is completely 
smooth and without some kind of work but that's what makes it 
rewarding. If you didn’t have to sweat all day in the heat, the 
shower at the end of the day wouldn’t feel any were near as good.  

I will say, if your job is all work and no pleasure, you choose that. 
I have found that when I am doing a project I love that even the 
most boring things like typing up a curriculum, getting new 
headshots, buying/designing another set of business cards, or re-
sponding to a complaint from a patron all become a little plea-
surable in different ways. I see all of these “side” things outside 
the performance as opportunities for greatness that will lead to 
an even more pleasurable performance for me and the audience. 
We all have done shows for empty houses and honestly, there is 
no excuse for not having numbers at your show. It is just pure 
laziness and this false idea that everything about this job is di-
rectly connected to the stage product. The stage product is a facet 
of the overall occupation of being a performer. Start looking at 
those extra things as essential things. Marketing, taxes, paper-
work, advertising, customer service; they are all a part of what 
you do.  
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The Word “Business” Is Scary 
A lot of what I have written is about the idea of choosing your 
perspective. You get to create the way you will approach and look 
at things. Business is just that. You must have a vision and love 
that vision. From that vision, you must do the things to make it a 
reality and they will most certainly be things you don’t know 
about or expect. You also should totally be okay with your vision 
changing. Sometimes, you don’t know what you want until you 
have it and realize it actually isn’t what you wanted at all. At that 
time, be kind to yourself and love yourself. You always have a 
choice about what you want your life to be. You will grow and 
change. You get to create your best life and it can be anything.  

Your business and life are one and the same. Create a vision that 
makes you happy in every way and go after that with all that you 
have. Business is about setting specific goals and achieving goals. 
Notice how I didn’t say it's about setting specific goals and 
achieving those specific goals. You just need to have goals and 
that may be something like being on the cast of Saturday Night 
Live. That goal is totally valid, but when you sit there and get an 
offer to write for a TV show or perform on Broadway, it does not 
mean you failed to get on SNL. It means you achieved something 
else and that achievement is awesome and may even still lead you 
to SNL. In the end, having aspirations and drive is the most im-
portant thing. I hate to do this, but this Kanye West quote is so 
true:  
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“Shoot for the stars so if you fall, you land on a cloud” 
(“Homecoming”, Graduation) 

Have a vision, create your business, achieve things and love all 
the twists and turns. There is no mountain; there is only the ever 
winding path and the things you get to do and experience along 
the way. I am happy also to talk to you, the reader, so please feel 
free to contact me, especially if you are in Miami, Florida. You 
can reach me at quixoticquintana@gmail.com. Much love and 
light.  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THE PRINCIPLE OF 
CONSISTENCY IN CHINESE 
IMPROVISATION 

DAVID WARNER 
There is a classical painting in China called The Vinegar Tasters 
(嘗醋翁, chang cu weng) where three men are standing over a vat 
of vinegar, each touching a finger to his lips. One man wears a 
sour expression, another has a bitter expression and the third 
man has a serene, sweet expression. This symbolizes the three 
beliefs of China. Confucius saw life as sour, in need of rules to 
correct the shamelessness and immorality of people. Buddha saw 
life as bitter, full of pain and suffering. Lao Tzu saw life as intrin-
sically good and sweet, so long as it remained true to its nature. 
These three attitudes lead to three different types of behavior. 
And yes, this essay is about improv. 

In 1934, Professor LaPiere of Stanford University traveled around 
America with a Chinese couple. They visited 251 hotels and 
restaurants and were turned down only once. After this, LaPiere 
mailed a survey to all of the businesses they visited with the ques-
tion, “Will you accept members of the Chinese race in your estab-
lishment?” Of the 128 businesses that responded, 92% answered 
no. His conclusion was that attitudes are not always consistent 
with behavior. 
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In improv, if a performer’s attitude is that realistic, believable 
scenes are inherently interesting to watch, that there’s truth in 
comedy, we might expect the player to perform grounded, realis-
tic scenes at the top of their intelligence. Their behavior should 
consistently follow their attitude. But as LaPiere proved, this is 
not always the case. 

Having taught improvisation in Chinese since 2009, my experi-
ence is that behavior does not always follow attitude, particularly 
in Chinese improv. In fact, I believe behavior is highly influenced 
by socio-cultural norms. In China, this includes the norms of 
Taoism, Buddhism, Confucianism and Mohism. Most specifically, 
Confucianism. 

My experience with Chinese improvisation began when I was the 
creative director of Shanghai’s first (English) improv group. With 
three fellow actors, we founded 宇宙即乐团 (yuzhou ji le tuan or 
JLT), the first Chinese-speaking group. My goal was to teach and 
perform long form improv in Chinese. I had originally moved to 
China in 2006 because I wanted to further study Taoism. I have 
since found that long form improv is a superbly practical method 
to observe ⽆为 (wu wei, “The Uncarved Block”), but that is a top-
ic for another article. 

In 2009, we quickly learned that almost no members of the Chi-
nese audience had heard of improv. When we performed a good 
scene, the audience had trouble believing that it wasn’t memo-
rized. We opened our shows with short form games to demon-
strate to the audience that what we were doing was truly un-
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scripted. They still believed that we must have memorized parts 
and put rehearsed bits together on the fly to create a feasible 
whole. 

This was not because we were amazing actors, though I like to be-
lieve that we had good group heart (the Chinese believe the mind 
is located in the heart). It was more likely because the Confucian 
system of education, which has consistently been the learning 
style from the Han Dynasty (206 BC) to the present day, sees cre-
ativity as a function of applied memorization. 

Confucianism is based on three ideas: 礼 (li, ritual or virtue), 仁 
(ren, goodness or benevolence) and 君⼦ (junzi, ethical stan-
dards). Confucius believed that order would result if everyone 
acted for the good of the clan. Elders were to be revered and 
obeyed without question. The harmony of the family took prece-
dence over rights and considerations of the individual. There are 
many parallels here with a good improvisational team (with the 
possible exception of obeying elders). 

The beliefs in China--an extremely homogeneous, pragmatic and 
collectivistic society--give rise to a great deal of social pressure to 
conform to those ideals. For the last 2000 years, all imperial ex-
aminations in China involved memorizing the Confucian texts. 
These attitudes about what harmony means have created a sys-
tem where emotional expression is limited (to protect the group), 
where communication is circular rather than direct (to protect 
the group) and where passive acceptance is preferred to proactive 
questioning (to protect the group). 
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For example, free word association is not a common concept in 
China. When teaching improvisation in Chinese, I start by dis-
cussing simple opposites, such as tall/short, happy/sad, rich/
poor, etc. Then after a while, I ask: What is the opposite of cat? 
Often the reply is “dog”. This leads to a discussion of complex 
opposites, where it must be stressed again and again that there is 
no “wrong” answer. China is a country where wrong answers 
cause a loss of face. The idea that there is no “wrong” answer is 
antithetical to the Confucian belief that it is only proper to an-
swer when you know what is expected. Particularly to anyone in a 
position of authority. 

As I continued to run JLT through the years and moved the 
group towards long form games, focusing on the Harold, I dis-
covered an even more intriguing fact. With no history of improvi-
sation in China and a highly-censored media, there was no sense, 
from the actors or audience, of what improvisation “should” look 
like.  

Without a frame of reference, without Second City or Saturday 
Night Live, Whose Line Is It Anyway? or UCB, the scenes that de-
veloped were odd, veering towards tragic soap opera with comedy 
arising from wordplay, slapstick, vaudeville and other elements 
of Chinese 相声 (xiang sheng or “cross-talk”, similar to Abbot and 
Costello, Laurel and Hardy). Without a preconceived notion of 
what improvisation “should” look like, it took on its own unique 
cultural character. 
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This brings us back to the principle of consistency. The best ac-
tors in China and the best theaters are known for realistic acting. 
I therefore expected the people who I chose to be in the group to 
perform realistically. Especially when that’s what our rehearsals 
focused on the most. 

However, even after much instruction in Viola Spolin’s tech-
niques, the players uniformly acted in a highly-exaggerated man-
ner. They offered little to no criticism of their fellow players. They 
were uncomfortable expressing emotions and, when they did, the 
emotions were also comically overstated. Their behavior did not 
reflect their attitudes about what they felt constituted “good” the-
ater. But it did reflect the Confucian ideals of emotional passivity, 
circular communication and problem acceptance. These attitudes 
protected the group from experiencing dangerous vulnerabilities 
(a word which cannot be translated in Chinese without express-
ing weakness). 

Our attitudes help us communicate who we are; help us to assert 
our individual identities. This is the ego-expressive function of at-
titudes. However, there is also the adaptive function of attitudes, 
which says that when someone holds a socially acceptable atti-
tude, other people will reward them with approval. The group 
could not step towards their fear and explored few twisting paths. 

I am happy to say that, over the years, I have developed new 
techniques and strategies for improving emotional expression, 
direct communication, and exploring the (often humorous) ideas 
that arise from reasonable justifications in Chinese improvisa-
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tion. There is still much ground to cover to remove some of the 
Confucian influences that inhibit open and free improvisation. 
But, we claim progress over perfection and aim to seek the Tao, 
transforming objects, relationships and, fundamentally, our-
selves. 

Since 2009, we have run numerous workshops and classes in 
Chinese and performed in festivals throughout China. One of the 
original members of JLT went on to found China’s largest short-
form improv group, where I also served as creative director. JLT 
finally disbanded in 2017 when our key players were hired to be 
the first-ever improv-trained actors on television, in a facsimile of 
SNL called ⾦夜百乐门 (jin ye bai le men or “The Golden Night of 
One Hundred Happinesses”) which is currently one of the high-
est-rated shows in China. I have started a new Chinese long form 
group called 黄⽠南路 (huang gua nan lu, “North Cucumber 
Street”) using the Chinese-inspired improvisational philosophy of 
素颜 (su yan, “The Unpainted Face”). 

Teaching improv in China has shown that there may not be con-
sistency between attitudes and behavior, but when people meet 
to accept the present moment, to support each other, to follow 
the follower (a highly non-Confucian mindset) and to be part of a 
whole, there can be lovely results. There is a beauty in the Peo-
ple’s Democratic Dictatorship, a joy that doesn’t require rebellion 
or dissent, but only mutual trust and exploration. And that has 
proved to be consistent. 
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